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Thank you for your interest in AECT Compressed Earth Block (CEB) machines and
for being part of our mission to advance the earthen construction industry. We
appreciate your interest in our company and truly believe that our machines have an
important place in today’s building environment. Earth is an inexpensive building
material and has stood the test of time; it’s the original green building material, and
AECT CEB machines are helping to re-establish CEB/Adobe as a primary building
material around the world.
AECT was established in 1989 to build high-quality earthen construction equipment.
We have been perfecting our machines and developing our knowledge of CEBs ever
since. Our portable, self-contained machines reduce material cost and labor for both
residential and commercial construction. AECT machines produce CEBs on site and
ready to lay in the wall. Our machines produce up to 480 CEBs per hour and run on a
minimal amount of diesel fuel.
Thanks to our advanced earthen construction equipment, CEBs have now become a
viable product that can be mass-produced to high technological standards and offer a
sustainable, inexpensive solution to address our dwindling natural resources and the
rising costs of conventional building materials.
We hope you will join us in our endeavor to change the world by building with CEBs!
Thank you,

R. Ryan Runge
President

Advanced Earthen Construction Technologies
10608 Cassiano Rd, San Antonio, TX 78223
Phone: 210-400-9831
E-mail: ryan@AECTearthblock.com Website: www.AECTearthblock.com

OVERVIEW
What building product is inexpensive, durable, attractive, energy-efficient, and readily available throughout
most of the world? This product is the AECT compressed earth block (CEB) using the exclusive,
trademarked AECT CEB machines!
The cost of CEB construction is lower than any construction approach that results in a quality, long-term
structure. Other construction techniques are inexpensive, but the resulting structure is so un-sound that within
a few years it must be torn down to avoid creating a slum situation. The least expensive solutions are not
always the best. Given the growing shortage of quality housing construction materials, AECT CEB
technology provides an obvious answer to meeting global construction needs while providing sustainable
utilization of natural resources.
Geological maps show that about 70% of soil on Earth’s surface is suitable for making CEBs. In many
countries, building materials are not accessible for several months out of the year, and when available, they
are too expensive for mass housing and commercial construction applications. Earth, on the other hand, is
always available! AECT sells equipment for soil testing; they also offer full soil selection and soil
blending/testing training to customers at the AECT training center in San Antonio, Texas.
AECT manufactures rugged, mobile, computer-automated CEB machines. AECT CEBs are structural, easy
to lay, and moisture resistant when stabilized or when sealed with latex paints or lime plasters. A list of our
flagship CEB machines is shown below.
The AECT 3500 CEB machine produces 480 blocks per hour.
Block sizes:
10” x 14” (25.4 cm x 35.6 cm)
8” X 14” (20.3 cm x 35.6 cm)
7” X 14” (17.8 cm x 35.6 cm)
The AECT 2500 CEB machine produces 480 blocks per hour.
Block size:
6” x 12” (15.2 cm x 30.5 cm)
The AECT Impact 2001A CEB machine produces 300 blocks per hour.
Block sizes:
6” x 12” (15.2 cm x 30.5 cm)
4” X 12” (10.2 cm x 30.5 cm)
All AECT CEB machines are fully automatic and produce a solid block with an adjustable block thickness of
2” (5 cm) to 4” (11.4 cm).
In addition to the machines listed above, AECT also manufactures and sells the BP714, a hand-operated CEB
machine which makes an interlocking block containing two holes. The BP714 block size is:
7” W x 14” L x 4” H (17 cm W x 35 cm L x 10 cm H)

AECT machines can be used to make un-stabilized (earth only) or stabilized (lime or Portland cement added)
blocks. The table below shows a comparison between the two types of CEB.
Attribute
Inexpensive
Curing time
Eco-friendly
Energy Efficient
Strength
Fire proof
Bullet proof
Sound proof
Water proof

Un-stabilized
A+
A+
A+
A+
A+
A+
A+
A+
B-

Stabilized
AAA
A
A+
A+
A+
A+
A+

Comment
Stabilizers add cost to blocks
Stabilized blocks must cure for at least 2 weeks
Small amount of processing required for stabilized blocks
Portland cement slightly reduces natural breathability of CEB

Un-stabilized blocks must be covered with plaster or a large
porch overhang

Both un-stabilized and stabilized CEBs are very strong, with compressive strength of 1,000 PSI or more for
un-stabilized blocks and often 2,500 PSI for stabilized blocks (meanwhile, only 300 PSI is required by code).
A big consideration for choosing between un-stabilized or stabilized blocks is whether or not you want to
cover the walls of your structure with a plaster. If you prefer to apply a wall covering anyway, then unstabilized blocks will be completely suitable. If you would like to leave the wall exposed and show off the
natural beauty of the blocks, then stabilized CEBs will be more practical. In all cases, CEBs laid within 12”
of the ground should be stabilized.
Once produced, the blocks are ejected onto gravity conveyors that take the blocks to the exact location at the
construction site where the blocks will either be placed immediately into the wall or stacked on a pallet to be
used later. For un-stabilized CEBs, no curing time is required before placement of the blocks into the wall.
The blocks, using our thin slurry method, can be laid into the walls from the footing/foundation all the way to
the bond beam, in one day!
The mortar (or “slurry”) used to join CEBs should be made of the same material that was used make the
blocks themselves; i.e. if you used un-stabilized earth to make the blocks then you will use un-stabilized
slurry; if you made 7% cement stabilized blocks, then you will use 7% cement stabilized slurry, and so on.
There are two general methods of laying slurry: a standard-thickness slurry, which results in about a ½” layer
of material in between blocks; or a thin slurry method, which results in only about a 1/8” layer of material
between blocks. The table below compares the two slurry methods.
Attribute
Fast
Wall strength
Settling
Esthetics

Thin (1/8”)
A+
A+
A+
A-

Standard (1/2”)
A
A
A
A+

Comment
Using standard thickness means more slurry to mix and
additional working time
Thin slurry between CEBs creates a slightly stronger bond
Standard slurry thickness introduces small chance of settling
When choosing an exposed block look, thicker slurry allows
better leveling of rows

With thin slurry, you can mix material faster, use less material, and lay blocks more efficiently. The negatives
are that you will use slightly more blocks and the wall will not have as clean a look as when using a thicker
slurry (this is not an issue if you will be plastering the walls anyway). With a thicker slurry, you will be able
to lay a ½” layer of mortar and create a cleaner look, but you will have to mix more material and spend
slightly more time working the material with a trowel. This method makes sense if you want to leave some or
all of your walls exposed.
AECT CEBs far exceed (usually by 3-4 times) the building strength-of-materials standards for non-fired
masonry construction in the United States. AECT CEBs have exceeded, in all cases, the Uniform Building
Code, the Southern Building Code, the HUD standards, the Farmers Home Administration standards, the

Veterans Administration standards, the FHA building material and construction standards, and the new “I”
code. UNIFORM BUILDING CODE minimums in the United States of America for single and two story
structures require block bearing capacity strengths of 300 psi (21 kg/cm2) and modulus of rupture of 50 psi
(3.5 kg/sq cm). Countless AECT CEB buildings have been completed under the supervision of registered
engineers, registered architects, individual owners, the Farmer’s Home Administration, HUD, the Indian
Health Service of the US Public Health Service, and many other national, state, municipal and local agencies.
AECT CEBs, unlike sun dried adobes, can be produced on site, even in freezing weather. The limitation is
not in the production of the blocks even at 30°F, but in the ability to keep the thin slurry layer from freezing.
In other words, if the soil is not frozen, then the blocks can be produced even if the ambient temperature is
freezing. The equipment has been designed to operate over an ambient temperature range of 28°F to 110°F.
AECT CEB construction is always less expensive than wood frame or concrete construction when providing
for equivalent energy reduction, seismic protection, maintenance, and noise reduction characteristics. The
best way to describe a CEB structure is solid, quiet and energy efficient. One immediately feels the quality
of a CEB structure upon stepping into it. Even more importantly, energy savings in a CEB building are
typically 40-60 percent over wood frame or concrete block structures.
AECT CEBs are structural blocks, not filler blocks. Reinforced concrete columns and other structural
elements of typical housing construction are not necessary when the AECT compressed earth structural blocks
are available to the builder.
From an architectural standpoint, the buildings can be designed to reflect any building style including the
latest, contemporary multi-angled or round walls and multi-gabled roofed structures. Window, doors, roof
styles and special architectural appointments can be varied as the designer’s imagination. AECT recommends
use of double pane windows for energy reduction.
AECT also recommends use of steel insulated doors for energy reduction and placing an equivalent R-30
insulation material between the ceiling and roof. Roofs can be made of any type of material locally
acceptable. Wall furnishings include clay plaster, gypsum wallboard, wood paneling, brick veneer, cut rock
veneer, wallpaper, and natural brick or smooth wall effects using a mud smoothing coat and latex paint coat.
Walls can easily be sculptured or rounded to obtain special architectural effects. Freestanding keystone arches
can be easily prepared using unskilled labor trained specifically in this technology. These arches have
dramatic effects in homes and commercial reception areas at minimal construction costs.
The versatility of the AECT CEB machines enables the builder to produce structural block (not filler block) at
the construction site. The blocks can be palletized for later installation or placed directly into the walls. The
blocks can be earth-only blocks or cement-stabilized blocks, or both. These blocks allow builders to rapidly
erect facilities while maximizing the use of locally sourced building materials and minimizing adverse
environmental impacts.
AECT CEB machines, the block it produces, and our proprietary state-of-the-art earth construction technology
offer the US Government, the US Department of Defense, and large construction corporations a very cost
effective construction system.
Earthen Construction has stood the test of time! Today, some 3 billion people around the world rely on
earthen construction for their shelters. The US Government Department of Agriculture estimate over 1million houses and commercial earthen structures currently exist in the United States. They have been
constructed from traditional sun dried adobe, rammed earth, and compressed earth blocks. Many of these
structures have proved continuous shelter service over the last 200 years with minimal maintenance. Some of
these structures were built over 1,000 years ago and are still used today!
AECT CEBs are environmentally friendly, inexpensive, strong, and beautiful to boot! We believe our
machines and the CEBs they produce represent the future of building in the United States and beyond, and we
hope you will join us in advancing the earthen construction revolution!

AECT 2001A COMPRESSED EARTH BLOCK MACHINE
Machine Specifications and Production Limits
Weight:

1640 pounds

Dimensions:

81 in. long by 68 in. wide by 51 in. high
206 cm. long by 142.2 cm. wide by 130 cm. high
Road clearance approximately 6 inches (15 cm)

Power Source:

7.0 HP Yanmar diesel engine

Hydraulic System Volume:

Worldwide hydraulics, 19.5-gallon tank capacity, Beta rated filtration system

Hopper Capacity:

8 – 9 Blocks, can be loaded by hand with shovels or buckets

Block Production Rate:

Approximately 300 blocks per hour or 2400 per 8 hour day. Blocks ejected by the machine
are immediately ready to place in the wall or to stack on pallets for temporary storage

Block Sizes:

Typical block size is 6” (15 cm) X 12” (30.5 cm) X 2.0 to 4.5” (5.0 cm to 11.5 cm) thick
and weigh between 9-18 pounds (4.1 Kg t0 8.1 Kg) depending on the soil and block
thickness. Blocks are bonded together using the wet thin soil slurry or other conventional
methods. The soil slurry is made with only water and screened soil. Blocks can also be
placed in the wall using the traditional thick mud mortar method.

Features:

and EC compliant. Replaceable Tray contact wear plates, Replaceable Breech liners, 5
foot removable gravity roller conveyor and stand are standard

Warranty Requirements:

We require 2 days for training 1- 4 people.
On the machine, soil selection, site management and Product Safety to
Validate the Warranty.

Trailer Characteristics:

Can be towed at 60 mph by 2” ball hitch by compact car or truck. Machine can be moved
easily by hand on site. Removable brake lights and turn signals setup for connecting
towing vehicle to machine. Optional hitches available for an additional charge by ordering
before manufacturing begins.

Price:

$29,000

ADVANCED EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
10608 Cassiano Rd, San Antonio, TX 78223
Phone: 210-400-9831
E-mail: ryan@AECTearthblock.com
Website: www.AECTearthblock.com

AECT 2500HD COMPRESSED EARTH BLOCK MACHINE WITH HOPPER
Machine Specifications and Production Limits
Weight:

4000 pounds (2500 Heavy Duty)

Dimensions:

133 in. long (with ball hitch) or 131 in. long (with a Pental hitch) x 81 in. wide x 109 in.
high when Hopper is open, and 85 in. high when hopper is closed. (332.74 cm. long (Pental)
x 205.74 cm. wide x 276.86 cm. high w/ hopper open 215.9 cm. closed.) Road clearance
approximately 12 inches (30.5 cm)

Power Source:
Hydraulic System Volume:

22 HP - 3 Cylinder Yanmar Water Cooled Diesel Engine
Worldwide hydraulics, 50-gallon tank capacity, Beta rated filtration system
With oil cooler.

Hopper Capacity:

85 - 105 Blocks (depending on block thickness), one yard of soil

Block Production Rate:

Approximately 480 blocks per hour. Soil only blocks ejected by the machine are
immediately ready to place in the wall or to stack on pallets for temporary storage. Cement
or Lime stabilized blocks must be cured as per normal curing method.

Block Sizes:

Typical block size is 6” (15 cm) X 12” (30.5 cm) X 2.0 to 4.5” (5.0 cm to 11.5 cm) thick
and weigh between 9-18 pounds (4.1 Kg t0 8.1 Kg) depending on the soil and block
thickness. Soil only blocks are bonded together using the wet thin soil slurry or other
conventional methods. The soil slurry is made with only water and screened soil. Blocks
can also be placed in the wall using the traditional thick mud mortar method.

Features:

and EC compliant. Replaceable Tray contact wear plates, Replaceable Breech liners, 5
foot removable gravity roller conveyor and stand are standard.

Warranty Requirements:

We require 2 days for training 1- 4 people.
On the Machine, Soil Selection, Site Management and Product Safety to
Validate the Warranty.

Trailer Characteristics:

Can be towed at legal highway speeds by interchangeable 2” ball
hitch or by Pental hitch by a ½ ton truck. This includes electric brake
and USA lighting package.

Price:

$52,000

ADVANCED EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
10608 S Foster Rd, San Antonio, TX 78223
Phone: 210-400-9831
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AECT 3500 COMPRESSED EARTH BLOCK MACHINE
Machine Specifications and Production Limits
Weight:

5200 lbs. with fuel and hydraulic tanks full

Dimensions:

7.38 ft. wide by 13.67 ft. long by 8.92 ft. high (operational height)
2.25 m. wide by 4.17 m. long by 2.72 m. high
Travel height – 6.83 ft. (2.08m high)

Power Source:

Yanmar liquid cooled diesel engine with Murphy oil and water safety switches

Fuel Consumption:

1.5 gallons per hour

Hydraulic System Volume:

Worldwide hydraulics, 40 gallons capacity, Beta rated filtration system

Air to Oil Cooler:

Operating ambient temperature range +28°F to +110°F.

Automated Controls:

Omron Industrial Programmable Controller in a NEMA 12 box, all Solid State

Ram Press Force:

2900 psi available, average applied pressure for 10 x 14 inch block is 1100 psi

Block Production Rate:

480 blocks per hour for average 3.5” (8.9 cm) thick block

Block sizes:

Typical block size is normally 10” x 14” x 3.5” (25.4 cm x 35.6 cm x 8.9 cm); interior
wall blocks typically 7” x 14” x 3.5” (17.8 cm x 35.6 cm x 8.9 cm); 8” x 14” x 3.5” (20.3
cm x 35.6 cm x 8.9 cm) size plates are optional with an additional charge; block thickness
is variable from 2” (5.1 cm) to 4.5” (11.4 cm)

Features:

and EC compliant. Replaceable Tray contact wear plates, Replaceable Breech liners,
10 ft. conveyor and stand are standard equipment.

Trailer Characteristics:

6000 lb. axle with hydraulic/surge brakes normal USA lighting package, may be towed at
legal highway speed or as road conditions dictates, Pental/Lunette hitch standard.
Optional hitches available for an additional charge by ordering before manufacturing
begins.

Recommended Daily
Maintenance Schedule:

45 minutes daily; recommended maintenance schedule available

Periodic Engine Maintenance: As recommended by the engine manufacturer
Price:

$73,000
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AECT EARTH BLOX BP714
Machine Specifications and Production Limits
Weight:

2400 lbs (1089 kg) Shipping: 3000 lbs (1361 kg)

Dimensions:

100” L x 80” H x 41” W (255 cm L x 204 cm H x 104 cm W)
Shipping: 86″L x 48″W x 88″H (219 cm x 122 cm W x 224 cm H)
2.25 m. wide by 4.17 m. long by 2.72 m. high Travel height – 6.83 ft.
(2.08m high)

Power Source:

Diesel, Gas, Electric, or PTO

Hopper Capacity:

30 Gal (4 cu ft) [113.6 L (0.1 cu M)] approx. 14 blocks

Compression Chamber:

Unique dual stage ensuring consistent size and strength block

Block Production Rate:

Manual controls

Block size:

Interlocking hollow block shape for faster, reinforceable construction 4″H x 14″ L x 7″ W (10 cm H x 35 cm L x 17 cm W) +/- 22 – 25 lbs
(9.9 – 11.3 kg)

Recommended Daily
Maintenance Schedule:

45 minutes daily; recommended maintenance schedule available

Periodic Engine Maintenance: As recommended by the engine manufacturer
Price:

$33,800

ADVANCED EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGIES
10608 S Foster Rd, San Antonio, TX 78223
Phone: 210-400-9831
E-mail: ryan@AECTearthblock.com
Website: www.AECTearthblock.com

AECT EARTHEN CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT ATTRIBUTES:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Best Warranty
Highest Customer Satisfaction
Least Maintenance
Factory Training with Each Machine
Factory Support and Friendly Service
Wide Range of Applications and Usage Worldwide
Environmentally Friendly/Green Construction
Automatic Models
Best Quality Block
o Uniformity
o Strength
o Easy to Lay
o No Variance in Length and Width
o All Models have Adjustable Thickness
o Bullet Proof
• Molds and Breeches made of "T-1" Metal or AR400 replaceable liners for
longer service life
• All Machines use Patented Elastomeric Press Plate to reduce sticking in wet
clay soils

AECT MACHINES AROUND THE WORLD

SOME KEY AECT CLIENTS

AECT price list
2001AL
SAL 2001AL
SAL 2001ALH
SAL 2001AL4
SAL 2001A

Automatic – 300 blocks (6” x 12”) per hour
Automatic – 300 holey blocks (6” x 12”) per hour
Automatic w/extra 4” x 12” plates for veneer blocks
Spare parts package for international use

$29,000.00
$31,000.00
$31,000.00
$ 3,640.00

2500 Heavy Duty
2500 HD
2500 HD SPP

Automatic – 480 blocks (6” x 12”) per hour with 1-yd hopper
Spare parts package for international use

$52,000.00
$ 6,554.00

MC3500
MC3500
MC3500
MC3500 SPP

Automatic – 480 blocks (10” x 14” & 7” x 14”) per hour
8” x 14” plates added
Spare parts package for international use

$73,000.00
$ 2,520.00
$ 8,251.00

BP714
BP714
BP714A
BP714MA

Manual, on skids – 240 interlocking holey blocks (7” x 14”)/hr $33,800.00
Automatic, on skids – 300 blocks (7” x 14”) per hour
$46,000.00
Automatic, on trailer – 300 blocks (7” x 14”) per hour
$52,000.00

Soil Mixers
MX20
MX20

20 yards of material per hour
Spare parts package for international use

$57,500.00
$ 3,480.00

MX10S
MX10S

10 yards of material per hour
Spare parts package for international use

$49,900.00
$ 2,985.00

Accessories
Small Block Press for testing
Block Cutter
Block Cutter with purchase of machine
5’ Roller Conveyor with one stand
10’ Roller Conveyor with two stands
Conveyor Stand

$ 1,900.00
$ 655.00
$ 615.00
$ 445.00
$ 540.00
$
71.00

ALL PRICES ARE FOB SAN ANTONIO, TX. USD

Shipping and loading are not included in these prices.
Due to volatile steel, oil and transportation prices, these prices subject to change with 30 days’ notice.

10608 Cassiano Rd, San Antonio, Texas 78223
Phone (210)-400-9831
Effective date: 5/03/2019

